Ferrus Terra: Game Design Document
Core concept
The game is about surviving and exploring with puzzle elements in a post-apocalyptic world,
where the human race is thin spread. Where you look for pieces of the explanation what has
happened.

Theme
You’re an ex-intelligence officer who wants to find out what has happened to the world while
teaching a teen girl how to survive in that feral world.

Story
The story is set at some point in the future, something has happened and nine tenth of the world
population is vanished and all electrical appliances have stopped working. 5 years after the
catastrophe we follow Keyon Durant an ex-intelligence officer who lost his family before the
catastrophe. Now he is a scavenger and searches for clues on the catastrophe and how to fix
everything. Due to a strange sequence of events a 14 year old girl, named Hailey Chance, starts
following him everywhere. He decides to take her in and teach her how to survive independently in
the feral environment that our world has become.

Mechanics
Game over when player dies, or Hailey dies.
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Skill / abilities / health / needs
The game will have a skill, ability, health and needs system.
- The skills will range from 0 to 100
- The abilities will range from 0 to 100
The skills and abilities will be worked out further when the game will be produced.

Needs / health
Health and needs will range from 0% to 100% where 0% of one of the needs or health represents
death.
Needs are:
 Hunger
 Thirst
 Sleep
The player’s needs will slowly decline over a period of time, until the demand is satisfied, or the
player dies.
The player will slowly heal when hurt, but the wounds needs to be treated first.
When health drops the sound around the player will be muffled accordingly to amount of health
and colour tones will shift to grey tones accordingly to amount of health. No sound and black and
white will mean that the player is dead.
A wound will provide more damage than the original when being hit due to bleeding; the severity
of the wound determines how much health the player loses due to bleeding and at which intervals.
A wound treated in an area [more on areas later on] will only stop the bleeding and loss of
health. The player will be fully healed in time or when fully treated in the safe house, the same
applies to Hailey.

Objects & Items
All objects are tradable; their value depends on their usefulness and/or rarity.
All useable objects will have a state bar indicating the state of the object from fully green to red
almost empty.
Where fully green means that the object is in the best state possible, and red and almost empty,
means that the object is almost completely broken.
When an object is broken it cannot be repaired anymore and it becomes obsolete. When this
happens the item can be taken apart for useable parts, to refill the repair kit.

Controls




Left mouse button is the primary action or use item
Right mouse button secondary or special if available
E will interact with in-game object or talk to NPC

Types of objects
There will be several categories of objects, each can be interacted with. Items that can be picked
up will use up inventory space, small items will use less while large items will use more.

Useable







Chairs
Storage
Bed
Bushes
Trees
Food & drinks

- can be used as a weapon, or sit on them
- can be searched for items
- can be used to rest
- can be used to hide from enemies
- can be climbed, to reach high areas or hide from enemies
- can be used to sate hunger and thirst

Obstacles
Obstacles are objects that close of certain paths, like doors, walls or debris but can be destroyed
or bypassed one way or another.




Doors
Destructible
Demountable

- can be picked, blown up, or pried open with a crowbar
- can only be removed by means of explosives
- can be taken apart if the player has the right means

Improvised weapons
These are objects the player can use as a weapon.






Bricks
Glass shards
Crowbars
Cushions
Wire, rope

- can be thrown at, or used to hit, an enemy
- can be used to thrown
- can be used to hit
- can be used to suffocate an enemy, target must be asleep
- can be used to strangle an enemy

Light
These items can be used to light up areas.





Flare gun
Break light
Torch
Lighter/matches

- can shoot flares (also into enemies to blind/stun them)
- can be thrown or held
- needs open fire (matches, lighter, camp fire etc.) to be lit
-

Utility
These are items that can be used only on items, objects, NPCs or the player.




Heal
Tools/Repair kit
Lock Pick

- heals small or big injuries
- repair or take apart items/objects
- pick locks

Weapons







Handguns
Hunting / sniper rifles
Shotguns
Assault Rifles (AR)
Melee
Explosives

- short distances
- long distances
- short distance
- medium distance
- close quarter
- short/medium distance

high accuracy
high accuracy
low accuracy
high accuracy
high accuracy
medium accuracy

weak
strong
very strong
medium
very strong
very strong

Clothes
Wearable items divided into different categories. When a player wears no clothes, their
interaction options with neutral or friendly NPC’s will be limited. And depending on what a player
wears, NPC’s will have different options and reactions.




Regular
Protective
Special

- Clothes that offer no protection against weapons
- Armour, flak vests etc.
- full body suits, radiation suits etc.

Literature
Books and magazines can be found and read or sold, when read, the item is consumed. There are
4 different categories under which literature can be found.





Plot
Educational
Manual
Valuable

- is required to complete or further missions
- player can gain xp or new skills from these
- trade
- trade

Valuables
These items can be used solely for trade.







Literature
Jewelry
Trinkets
Toys
Cutlery
Misc.

- Collectibles

Inventory
Player inventory space is determined by size of object first and secondly weight. This means that
a player will not be able to carry around much, unlike other RPG’s.
Inventory system will have the same approach as the inventory system of Deus Ex, Diablo II.

NPC’s
All NPC’s including Hailey and except Enemies can be talked to depending on the situation.
During a hostile environment you cannot talk to NPC’s, they will say that you first have to make the
environment safe or that you have to enter a safe environment first.

Type

State

Action

Special

Standard

Asleep
Awake
Asleep
Awake
Asleep
Awake

Wake
Talk
Wake
Talk / trade
Wake
Talk / accept or decline
missions
Fight / sneak upon 
sleep kill

Pickpocket easier
Pickpocket
Pickpocket easier
Pickpocket
Pickpocket easier
Pickpocket

Traders
Important (mission)
Enemies

Asleep
Awake
Alerted

Fight / sneak upon
Fight

Stunned / blinded

Fight

Sneak/backstab
easier, cushion kill
possible
One hit kill/sneak
more difficult
One hit kill easier

Hailey
In different areas Hailey will have different options she can carry out.
Zone
Safe house

Safe

Options
Stay
Follow
Teach
Treat
Stay
Follow
Go to
Let wander

Neutral

Stay
Follow
Go to
Let wander

Hostile

Stay
Follow
Go to
Ambush

Result
Hailey will stay where you leave her
Hailey will follow you when you leave
Takes 3 hours from day
Wounds will be treated / takes a couple of hours
Hailey will stay where you leave her
Hailey will follow you around
Hailey will go to and stay at the designated spot
Hailey will wander around at your current location
and may find interesting objects / missions or places
Hailey will stay at a designated spot
Hailey will follow you around
Hailey will go to and stay at the designated spot
Hailey will wander around at your current location
and may find interesting objects / missions or places
Hailey will stay at a designated spot
Hailey will follow you around
Hailey will go to and stay at the designated spot
Hailey will ambush or backstab enemy

Combat
Combat will only be possible against hostile humans and all animals unless stated otherwise
(such as pets).



Left mouse button is the primary action:
Right mouse button (secondary action):

When firing with a rifle and the human enemy comes into melee range the player will hit the
enemy with the rifle butt (all rifles except M-16 and 20 gauge shotgun)

Map
The game world will have two maps:
 Local
 World
World map will represent the entire world, and will be made up the same way as the world map
of Dragon Age: origins, where only locations of interest will be shown. Locations of interest can be
opened by finding hints, accepting missions or by talking to the right people and asking the right
questions.
The local area around a location of interest can be explored to great extend to find resources and
in order to find a suitable spot for a safe house.
Each area should take a couple of minutes to cross from border to border in a straight line, and
should be fully free roam.
While the local map will be a scrap of paper, the local map can be pulled out at an time by
pressing m. The world map can be opened only by leaving an area to set a new destination, or to
enter a safe house.

Travel
During travel between different locations the player will encounter obstacles. Such as enemies
which will be mostly animals, and sometimes human. Also the player will need to hunt depending on
the length of the route taken.

Safe house
The player has the option to build a safe house in the world map; a safe house can only be built
on specific locations which will need to be discovered first. When such a location is found it will be
marked on the world map and Keyon will state it in-game. For the safe house to be built, the player
will first need to find the right items, such as plating etc.
The safe house will be a base of operations where the player can:
 Manage supplies for travelling
 Teach Hailey
 Fully treat wounds (both Keyon and Hailey)
 Store useful items

Camera
Camera will be in 3rd person view.
The player will be able to zoom or pan the camera.

Pause/exit/resume game
Action
Pause
Resume
Menu
Exit

Button
P
Pause/break
P
Pause/break
Escape
Escape select exit in menu

Change settings
Menu
Resume
Restart level
Gameplay
Video
Sound
Main menu
Exit
Save point
Save
load
Main menu
Resume
Load
New game
Credits

What it does
Resumes game
Restarts level
Adjust gameplay/ controls
Adjust videos settings
Adjust audio settings
Got to main menu
Exit the game

Extra options
-

Save the game
Load a save file

Delete save file
Delete save file

Resume previous game
Show save games
Starts a new game
Show credits

Option to delete save game
-

Obstacles
Hunger / thirst:
The player will have needs these will need to be satisfied otherwise the player will suffer
penalties and ultimately death.
Enemies:
- Humans
- Animals
Environment:
The environment will have obstacles that need to be overcome.
- Certain walls and objects will need to be able to be blown up
- Locked doors can be opened with the crowbar, the lock pick or a gun depending on skill
or strength of the player
Save
-

Player can only save at save points, when player dies the player starts from last save
point.

Rules
Player will have hunger/thirst when either becomes too high player will suffer penalties.
Only certain objects can be destroyed.
Player cannot walk through walls or other inanimate objects.
Large settlements will have rules and a police force present to apprehend or kill criminals.
Criminal acts:
- Steal
- Attack
- Kill

Interface
The player will receive most information through the game via visual or audio feedback. Only a
compass and selected item with, when necessary, ammo will be displayed.
 When the player opens the inventory, the health, hunger, thirst and sleep bar will also be
shown.
 The map can be opened clicking m, the player will then see a paper map in screen
Standard screenshot

Low health screenshot

Inventory screenshot

Map screenshot

Music
The music needs to have laden atmosphere and give a constant reminder that death can be
around the corner.
Music should:
- Rise when enemies have spotted you or are alerted of your presence
- Muffle when sneaking
- Muffle to same extend as player health
- Sadden when game over
- Give ambiance of overgrown city/world

Other
Licenses
Microsoft (PC)
Unity, UDK or Bethesda game engine
Autodesk
Adobe

Inspirations
Fallout, Metro 2033, Tomb Raider, Jagged Alliance 2, Deus Ex, Desert Punk.

